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A new Norwegian
'resistance'
Duncan Camp bell writes: A new round of state'
security trials starts in Norway this week. One of
Norway'S most celebrated veterans of the wartime
resistance, Major Sven Blindheim, has appeared in'
the Supreme Court this Friday to appeal against a
suspended prison sentence imposed after he had
revealed details of his work in the 1950s for Nor-
wegian military intelligence, which had involved the
undercover recruiting of sabotage teams in Finland
for attacks on the Soviet Union. He was also
involved in the organisation of right-wing former
members of the Norwegian -resistance into 'stay-
behind nets' to carry on guerrilla activities against a
Soviet invasion or communist government in any of
the Scandinavian countries. The nets were equipped
with weaponry and radio equipment by Nato
intelligence agencies and the CIA.

Ironically, since Blindheim's original disclosures,
which were intially wholly denied by the govern-
ment, the whole story has largely become an open
book. The memoirs of former CIA chief William
Colby, published last year after Blindheim had been
charged, described Colby's work as a CIA agent in
Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland organising
the stay-behind and sabotage groups.
Last November, police searching the Oslo home

of a right wing former shipowner, Hans Otto Meyer,
discovered a cache of arms in a secret room, includ-
ing American, German, and Nato arms and
anti-tank weapons. The room was also equipped
with radio to act as a military command centre.
After repeated official denials and retractions, it
was admitted that Meyer had been recruited to a
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secret military arm of the security ser-vice as part of
the network originally set up by the CIA. The
centre had been exercised at least once during the
1960s, in an armed rehearsal to counter a coup.
Although the defence ministry had, after questions
about CIA activities, claimed that the arms and
equipment of the stay-behind nets had been trans-
ferred to the defence forces after 1962, it was clear
that Meyer's cache had been established by the
security services after that date. Meyer, a fanatical
anti-communist, has now been charged solely with
ilJegal importation of some of the arms discovered.
The Blindheim appeal will be the first of a series

of trials which has already tarnished the Norwegian
government's liberal democratic image. The major
case of the series, involving two journalists on the
socialist weekly Ny Tid and a publishing assistant
who were involved in Blindheim's original disclos-
ures, starts next month.

SilkinlDavidson misquote the judge yet
again when they make him put the matter in
'the upper half of Section 2' - implying that
the prosecution weren't so wrong to go
eyeballs-out for Section 1. The actual words

FREE SPEECH

Sam Silkin and the
art of self-defence
If Clement Freud's Official Information Bill
reaches the statute book - it could, after last
week's unopposed second reading - then the
unlovely provisions of Section 2 of the Offi-
cial Secrets Act will come at long last to the
graveside. Merlyn Rees, however, moodily
plans to continue life support. And mean-
while the Attorney-General, Sam Silkin, is
trying to re-write the last year of Section 2's
inglorious history.

Silkin was responsible for the trial in
which I, another journalist, and a former
army corporal were defendants, under both
Sections 1 & 2. We were acquitted - after
much to-ing and fro-ing over jury vetting,
the nature of secrecy and what have you - on
six charges, and convicted on one Section 2
charge relating to an interview two years
ago. Two of us were discharged, and ex-
Corporal John Berry got a six-months sus-
pended sentence. The milder press com-
ments suggested that the whole thing had
been a blunder.

Silkin's self-defence was first produced at
a (private) meeting of Labour MPs last year:
a few days ago his parliamentary secretary,
Arthur Davidson, obligingly re-cycled it as
an article in Labour Weekly. The line of
argument, which deserves a little comment,
proposes that a Labour A-G can only inter-
pret the law as he finds it, and that getting us
on one charge each under the notoriously
'catch-all' Section 2 is justification for all the
palaver. This doesn't explain away the
'oppressive' Section 1 charges, which had to
be dropped. But Silkin claims that the judge
has been 'widely misquoted' on this point.
Really? 'Oppressive' was a word the pro-
secution first used, whereon the.judge noted:
The crown have made two concessions -
(firstly) they think it would be oppressive in this
case for me to apply the law because of the
presumption (of guilt) that arises in (Section
1) ... It is a very oppressive section designed to

meet spying or sabotage. To extend it beyond
that should be resisted.

This 'misquotation' may be compared
with SilkinlDavidson's management of the
judge's words in Labour Weekly:

... the judge said that the information dis- '
closed by Berry was 'still important" and 'of a
kind which might imperil the lives of former
colleagues and other innocent people' ...

He did no such thing. He said:
Although the information was stale and of a
comparatively low level of intelligence, I
believe it was still important.

The judge never said that Berry's disclos-
ures had, or could have, endangered any-
one's life - nor did the prosecution claim it.
Davidson appears to be twisting what Judge
Mars-Jones said in contrasting Berry's
behaviour with that of American intelligence
defectors:

You, did what you did because you thought it
was your moral duty ... I believe that very few
people in this country have sympathy with
defectors from the CIA or NSA who make
money from disclosing secrets which they were
entrusted with; disclosures which might imperil
the lives of former colleagues and other inno-
cent people. As I have said, money was not your
motive.

were:
I would put your case just inside the upper half
of the [Section 2) scale.

which suggests that they were near enough
half a section out. It is remarkable that Sam
,Silkinshould still seek to justify the blunders
into which the security services led him. But
if this is a reasonable specimen of his champ-
ion's performance, I am glad that Davidson
wasn't defending me.

Duncan Campbell
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